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Abstract. Letting columns uplift has been proposed as an earthquake response modification
strategy for bridges and other large structures. Uplift could be allowed along solely one direction of the structure or along both directions. In order for the latter approach to be implemented, the 3d behavior of systems allowed to uplift, rock and wobble should be studied. This
paper studies the dynamic response of a rigid slab supported on 4 rigid cylindrical rocking
and wobbling columns. The columns are constrained not to roll out of their initial position,
which is a necessity for the system to be resilient. This system is the simplest 3d extension of
the 2d rocking frame system.
The equations of motion are derived analytically and directly numerically integrated. Since
the system has only 2DOFs it is computationally inexpensive and allows for extensive parametric analysis. Similar to the 2d rocking frame, it is found that the addition of the slab makes
the investigated frame more stable than the individual columns.
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INTRODUCTION

According to the US Department of Transportation Federal Highway administration, “Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) is bridge construction that uses innovative planning,
design, materials, and construction methods in a safe and cost-effective manner to reduce the
onsite construction time that occurs when building new bridges or replacing and rehabilitating existing bridges”. In this context researchers [1-10] have developed concepts were precast
elements are connected via ungrouted tendons and extra elements that work as dampers. The
connections are dry, minimizing the on-site construction time.
The precast bridges could be allowed to uplift and rock freely (i.e. without tendons) taking
advantage of the well- studied dynamic behavior of rocking structures. Indeed, a simple freestanding rocking block has been systematically studied for more than five decades both when
the block is assumed rigid [11-26] and when it assumed deformable [27-37]. Small scale
experiments have been also performed [38-51]. It has been proven that structures that rock inplane (2d rocking) have remarkable dynamic stability. The uplift works as a mechanical fuse
and limits the structure and the foundation design forces. Moreover, if the ends of the columns are protected, energy dissipation during rocking motion happens instantaneously when
the column impacts the ground. After the ground motion excitation, structures with rocking
columns return to their original, undeformed, position (if they do not overturn, i.e. collapse),
without a residual displacement that inevitably occurs in a yielding fixed-base cantilever-like
structures. This dynamic property of rocking structures contributes very significantly to improving their seismic performance for downtime and repair cost performance objectives. This
behavior, as well as the survival of ancient Greek and Roman temples (that are essentially
rocking structures) in high seismicity areas [52-55] has led researchers to suggest the use of
rocking as a seismic response modification technique [56-68].
Even though there is a plethora of papers that study planar rocking as a seismic response
modification strategy, it is only recently that the free (i.e. not constrained by tendons) 3d rocking motion was studied in the context of rocking structures [69, 70] (and not of the protection
of equipment [71-76]). The main difference between the unintentional rocking for equipment
protection and intentional structural column rocking, is that structures need to return to their
original position. Therefore, their columns should not be allowed to roll out or strep out of
their original position. There is recently published work on how to enforce that constraint in
construction [10], and more ideas (such as a recess) that could be experimentally tested. This
paper focuses on the development of a rocking model that can adequately describe the motion
of a slab supported on 4 cylindrical columns allowed to uplift, rock and wobble, but not roll
out of their original position. It hinges upon the recently published work that describes the
motion of a rocking and wobbling rigid cylindrical solitary column [69, 70]. It can be seen as
the simplest 3d extension of the rocking frame described in [60, 61].
2

REVIEW OF IN-PLANE ROCKING SOLITARY COLUMN AND FRAME
MODELS

The equation of in-plane motion for a rigid rectangular rocking column (Figure 1) with
slenderness α and a semi-diagonal of length R is:
ug


θ   p 2   sin  α  θ   cos  α  θ  
g



where

(1)
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Figure 1. Geometric characteristics of the planar rigid rocking column.

Figure 2. Geometric characteristics of the planar rigid rocking frame

p  (3g ) / (4R)

(2)

is the frequency parameter of the rocking column. The upper sign in front of α corresponds to
a positive, and the lower to a negative rocking angle α with respect to the defined coordinate
system (Figure 1).
Makris and Vassiliou [60] extended the rocking model of a solitary rigid rectangular column to a rocking frame comprised of a number of rigid columns capped by a rigid beam (Figure 2). Uplift of the columns is not restrained, but their sliding on the rocking surface is
precluded. The corresponding equation of motion becomes:
ug


θ   pˆ 2   sin  α  θ   cos  α  θ  
g



(3)

where the frequency parameter of the rocking frame is:
pˆ 

1  2γ 3 g

1  3γ 4 R

(4)
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and γ is the mass ratio of the mass of the cap beam divided by the mass of all N columns:
γ

mb
Nmc

(5)

Since the frequency parameter of the rocking frame p̂ (Equation 4) is smaller than the frequency parameter of a solitary column p, a comparison of Equations (1) and (3) shows that
the response (tilt angle θ) of the rocking frame is smaller than the response of the solitary column. As the mass of the cap beam increases, the mass ratio γ increases, the frequency parameter p̂ decreases, leading to a conclusion that rocking frames become more stable as the cap
beam becomes more massive.
The response of the rocking frame is equal to the response of an equivalent solitary column
which is geometrically similar to, yet larger than the columns of the frame. The size of the
equivalent solitary rocking column is:
1  3γ
Rˆ 
R
1  2γ

3

(6)

REVIEW OF THE SOLITARY COLUMN 3D ROCKING AND WOBBLING
MODEL

Very recently, a 3d dynamic model of a rocking and wobbling rigid cylindrical column
was presented [69, 70]. This model fulfills the constraint that the column should not roll out
of its original position (Figures 4 and 5). The cylindrical column has a total mass m, base radius b and height 2h. Its semidiagonal is R and its slenderness is α (tanα=b/h). The assumptions are:
a) The cylinder is considered rigid and homogeneous.
b) The supporting plane surface (ground) is considered rigid.
c) The contact between the cylinder and the ground is pointwise.
d) The cylinder is constrained not to roll-out of its initial position.
e) No sliding is allowed, i.e. the friction between the cylinder and the supporting plane
surface is large.
f) The cylinder is always in contact with the support (i.e. it never flies). Therefore, the
contact force is always compressive.
g) No damping mechanism is included. In [70] it is shown that damping has little influence on the seismic response of rocking and wobbling cylinders.
Given the above assumptions, the model has only two degrees of freedom: the tilt angle, θ,
and the rolling angle, φ. The latter determines the location of the contact point between the
cylinder and the supporting plane (Figure 5).
The equations of motion of the model are:
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Figure.4 Geometry of the model: a rigid cylinder is allowed to uplift and wobble but is constrained not to
roll-out of its original base.

Figure 5 Left: Elevation passing through the center of mass of the rigid cylinder, S, and its contact point with
the ground T, the pivot point; Right: Plan view: the circle is the original configuration of the cylinder and point
Β΄ is the vertical projection of point B on the ground.
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(8)

  sin   sin       u gx sin   u gy cos  

where p is the well-known frequency parameter used in the dynamic model of the 2d rocking
block, here associated with the tilting motion of the cylinder:
p2 

mgR
12
g

2
Io
15  cos  R

(9)

and:
R  h2  b2

(10)
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED 3D MODEL

The proposed model extends the planar rocking frame model into the third dimension by
adding a slab on top of 4 rocking and wobbling columns, as shown in Figure 6.
The slab has 3 degrees of freedom that correspond to the in plane rigid body horizontal
translations and rotation about the slab vertical axis (yaw). The translation along the vertical
direction and the pitch and roll of the slab are coupled with these three DOFs. Yaw is the extra DOF compared to rocking and wobbling solitary column model. Only pure torsion could
be modeled within the scope of the proposed model, but this is not explored in this paper. As
all model elements are assumed to be rigid, yaw coupled with horizontal translations would
cause displacement incompatibility. However, yaw of the slab is not expected: the centers of
mass and rigidity of the slab coincide because the re-centering force of every column is directly proportional to its bearing load. This phenomenon is not new: it appears in the case of the
concave isolation bearings [79, 80]. Therefore, the yaw DOF is disregarded and it is expected
that all columns under the slab undergo identical motion governed by the two horizontal
translation DOFs of the slab.

Figure 6. Rigid slab supported by four columns. The columns are allowed to uplift, rock and wobble, but
not roll out of their original position..

Based on the assumption presented in section 3, the equations of motion of the system
are:
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(13)

and


ms
4mc

(13)

For γ = 0 the equations yield the solitary rocking and wobbling rigid cylindrical column equations derived in [70]. It can also be seen that, unlike the case of a planar rocking frame, for
which there is a formal and elegant equivalence with a geometrically similar, yet larger, column, in the 3d case there is no “equivalent solitary 3d column”. However, if one keeps only
the linear term of equations (7) and (11) the size of a quasi-equivalent solitary 3d column is:
Rˆ 

48  15  cos 2 
R
 2  1 15  cos2  

(14)

For slender columns (small α) and for top heavy structures (large γ) Rˆ  1.5R (Figure 7), like
in the case of the planar rocking frame [60, 61].

Figure 7 Equivalent solitary 3d column size as a function of mass ration γ.
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RESPONSE TO GROUND MOTIONS

Figures 8 and 9 plot the time history response of a 3d slab-column system with column
semidiagonal R=5m, column slenderness α = 0.2rad, and mass ratio γ = 10 to the El Centro
Array #9 (1940) and the Takatori, Kobe (1995) ground motions. When excited by the El Centro ground motion, the system uplifts and sustains wobbling motion without overturning. The
Takatori ground motion overturns the system.
The same behavior as for the case of a solitary 3d column is observed: there are no pure
impacts. The tilt angle θ takes values close to zero only during the first 5s of the response to
the El Centro ground motion. During this time, “quasi-impacts” occur: there is a rapid change
of the position of the contact point that results in spikes in column spin velocity  [70].
6

ROCKING SPECTRA

In order to gain insight into the stability of the 3d slab-column system with different column sizes under earthquake ground motion excitation, rocking response spectra are constructed by scaling the two above mentioned ground motions. Figures 10 (a-c and e-g) plot the
overturning spectra for El Centro ground motion (i.e. contour plots of maximum tilt angle, θ),
for a given column semidiagonal R (on the abscissa), column slendernees α=0.2 and mass ratios γ = 1, 2 and 3. The ordinate defines the normalized peak ground acceleration, PGA/gtanα
where PGA = max





u gx 2  u gy 2 . Figures 10 (d and h) plot the minimum acceleration required

to overturn a block of size R. Both components of the ground motion records were scaled
equally. To overturn large size columns, large scaling factors were needed. Such large scaling
of a single recorded ground motion is not ideal as it may produce ground motions with unrealistic properties. Nevertheless, the present pilot study adopts this scaling model.
The stability characteristic of rocking structures, that, for a given slenderness, larger structures are harder to overturn, holds for 3d slab-column systems. As in the case of the planar
rocking frame, the addition of a slab on top of the columns increases their stability. Furthermore, the heavier the slab, the more stable the system. Moreover, even though there is no
formal “equivalent column” as there is for planar rocking frames, the minimum acceleration
spectra (Figure 10 d and g) for the 3d slab-column system have a similar form.
Figure 11 plots the overturning acceleration spectra when the equivalent size, R̂ , defined
by equation (14) is used: different plots collapse to essentially one line. Therefore, even if an
equivalence between the 3d slab-column system and a larger, yet geometrically similar, solitary column does not emerge naturally from the equations of motion (as it does for the planar
rocking frame), numerical results show that such an equivalency does exist. Therefore, it can
be stated that the response of a rigid slab supported by rigid cylindrical columns allowed to
uplift and wobble can be approximated by the response of a solitary rigid cylindrical column,
with same aspect ratio, yet larger size. The size of the equivalent column is given by equation
(14). Since, the slab is expected to be much heavier than the columns, the mass ratio will be
large and, based on Figure 7, one can state that the equivalent column is 1.5 times larger than
the columns of the 3d slab-column system.
7

CONCLUSIONS

A model describing the motion of a rigid slab supported by 4 rigid cylindrical rocking and
wobbling columns is developed and presented. Rocking spectra for 2 recorded ground motions are presented. It is shown that the addition of the slab increases the overturning stability
of the columns. The dynamic behavior of the 3d slab-columns system is equivalent to a column of equal slenderness, yet larger in size than the individual system columns.
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Figure 8 Response of a column-system slab with column slenderness α=0.2, column size R=5m, and mass ratio
γ = ms/4mc = 10 to the 1940 El Centro Array #9 ground motion.
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Figure 9 Response of a 3d slab-column system with column slenderness α=0.2, column size R=5m, and mass
ratio γ = ms/4mc = 10 to the 1995 Kobe Takatori ground motion.
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Figure 10 Rocking spectra for the 1940 El Centro Array #9 and 1995 Kobe Takatori ground motions. Column
slenderness α=0.2.
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Figure 11 Overturning acceleration spectra for the 1940 El Centro Array #9 and 1995 Kobe Takatori ground
motions using the equivalent column size R̂ (slenderness α = 0.2).
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